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INTRODUCTION
Two meetings were held to assist in facilitation of updates to Lammersville Educational
Specifications. In March 2018 teacher interviews were held at Altamont Elementary
School to discuss what updates teachers would suggest based on their experience of
teaching in a 4-year-old facility built upon the current prototype. Those notes were
compiled and used as a starting point for facilitating an all-day planning lab at the
beginning of June 2018. In the lab participants responded to a series of questions and
participated in small group discussions around the results of the teacher interviews. A
combination of best practices and the results of the planning lab formed the basis of
updates to the current educational specifications. At the end of this report are the
suggested recommendations to update the compilation of space as well as two adjacency
models (one or two stories).
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Teacher Interviews Summary
Teacher interviews at Altamont Elementary Schools were conducted in March 2018.
Teachers and other staff members were asked to share their thoughts about things that
they would suggest change for the update of the educational specifications. Specifically,
“Given what you know now, what would you suggest be done differently in the future?”
Teachers suggested the need to access for specialized learning spaces for music, art and
science along with some modifications to the furniture, fixtures and equipment (FFE) to
facilitate project-based instruction.
General suggestions
o Charging areas inside the classroom
o Create covered exterior circulation
o Eaves to redirect sunlight
o Increase the size (and/or quantity) of teacher resource
rooms and consider more accessible location for all
teachers (e.g., not across the campus for some instructors)
 Increased storage and lockability
o Increased student storage
o Keycode access
 Lockers for upper school, cubbies for lower school
o Make staff restrooms unisex
o No carpet
Google© image of Altamont ES –
o Operable windows
•

basis for future ES design.

•

Picture from a tour of Altamont ES

FFE & technology
o Current fixed projection can be blurred by strong
daylighting, but some daylighting is still desired
o Deeper cabinets with glass fronts for display (do not need
to lock)
o Deeper sinks with longer counter space: hot water and
water fountains for upper grades
o Larger whiteboards
o Mobile furniture (desks or tables depending on
preference), projector and screens to allow for a more
adaptable classroom environment while still permitting
natural light
o More electrical outlets
o Phones near teacher tech ports (currently opposite side of
the classroom)
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•

•

Pictures from a tour of Altamont ES

•

•

Modifications to existing spaces
o Library
 Reduce counter space, add student restrooms and
lower, mobile shelving to allow the library to be
rearranged
 Restroom, nurse call button, no locks
o Science
 Stools, eyewash and shower
o TK & Kindergarten
Music spaces
 Acoustical treatments (walls, floors, ceilings)
 Carts for music stands
 Chairs
 Full length mirrors (practicing posture)
o Include specialized FFE for music instruction
 Piano
 Risers with spaces for music stands
o Set aside a dedicated music classroom (as opposed to
being repurposed for core instruction)
 Storage cubbies
 Utility sink (washing instrument components)
 White board with and without music staff
Playgrounds / recess
o Add upper grade appropriate equipment (ensure no blind
spots around the building for effective supervision)
o Additional student restrooms near the playground
o Additional swingsv
o Covered open areas
o Outdoor equipment storage
o Remove boulders/rocks and the swing wheel/carousel
o Sandpaper edging to prevent slipping
Additional desired spaces / functionality*
o Expressed need for a dedicated:
 Art room
 Computer lab
 Display spaces
 Exterior stage
 Music classroom
 Science room
 Student and teacher collaboration spaces

*see page 9 for the follow up exercise
based on these additionally desired spaces
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Planning lab summary
On Wednesday, June 6, 2018 approximately 30 stakeholders attended Planning Lab #1 at
Mountain House High School Commons to update the Lammersville Unified School
District Educational Specifications. Among the participants were teachers, parents,
nutrition services director, custodial personnel, school office supervisors, school board
members, and District administrators. The Lab began with a welcome by Thorsten
Harrison, Associate Superintendent followed by introductions of each of the participants.
Cooperative Strategies Project Director, Kerrianne Wolf gave a presentation which
included an overview of the process and discussed national & local educational trends.
The morning session consisted of participants watching a series of three short videos to
prompt discussions on various topics and participating in small group discussions
around these issues. The afternoon focused on the results of the teacher interviews held
with Altamont Elementary School teachers in March. The following pages summarize
the planning lab discussions.
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Deconstructing the industrial model
Exercise Description
Participants viewed a short video called “Changing
Education Paradigms”, by Sir Ken Robinson. In this
video, Robinson argues that our model of education
is “modeled on the interests of industrialization, and in the image of
it.” Based on this video and statement, participants were asked:
If the industrial model is not the appropriate model for our school operations today,
what is an appropriate model? The answer(s) will inform how this facility program is
updated.
Participant Response Summary
Participants described a facility designed around varied student-centered learning
practices rather than a “one size fits all” approach.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A blend of the best elements of different models [Not
an either/or scenario; All models have some inherent
value]
Defined spaces for Special Day Classes spaces near
peers
Education for the whole child (academic, abstract,
social)
Flexibility (movable furniture with wheels) / movable
walls
Grade level collaboration / Collaborative space
High expectations and modify as needed for each student
High windows, more wall space
Indoor / Outdoor space
Open Space
Outdoor area with wind and heat considerations
Philosophy of “How To” versus “What To”
Safety
Same educational opportunities across schools
Student initiated learning
Teaching the same information in multiple ways
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The facility as the third teacher
Exercise Description
Participants watched a video chronicling the
modernization of a high school to meet 21st century best
practices for project-based and student-centered
instruction. After the video, participants were asked to:
1. Write down your own thoughts about how the
facility should support instruction (e.g., “students and teachers will be able to…”
2. Everyone share their thoughts. As a table, develop a master list from those
commonly shared.
3. Report out to the room.
Participant Response Summary
Participants described a highly adaptable environment that facilitates a variety of
instructional practices fluidly throughout the day.
•

Student and teachers should be able to:
• Move around, get messy, display work, store work, save work, organize work,
efficiently have access to tools and materials, have a variety of ways to do
work and present work
• Move fluidly from one activity to another, setting up spaces for learning based
on a variety of learning styles and objective with ease
• Receive their necessary services and support in compliance with the law and
maximize student outcomes.
• Teach and learn in an environment that addresses the needs of all individuals
involved, creating a cohesive learning environment
• Work collaboratively and not be confined to a set classroom or office
• Work together, collaborate on ideas and implement strategies to achieve a
common goal or standard
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Follow up from the teacher interviews: Prioritizing additional spaces
Exercise Description
When interviewed on March 6th, teachers identified 7 spaces they suggested considering
for the next elementary school design (see page 5). A key theme from the interviews is
that the dedicated science, music and art spaces in Altamont are often repurposed for
general instruction due to capacity needs. At Altamont Elementary School for example,
the music room is being used as a regular classroom while the music teacher is mobile
and instructs based on the materials they can transport to each classroom.
The discussions revealed additional spaces that are missing or become repurposed as the
District grows. Some of those spaces are: CTE classrooms, special education classrooms,
and physical education classrooms. These additional space considerations were added
to the list created in the teacher interviews. Each participant prioritized the spaces
individually, then the lists were analyzed by giving a point value to each space, the spaces
were given a point value of 7 to 1 (7 being the first on the list and 1 being the last on the
list). The points for each space were totaled and then sorted largest to smallest.
Results Summary
Participants prioritized dedicated music, band and choir
classrooms as their number one priority from the original
list. The computer lab was a bottom-tier priority after
discussions that 1:1 technology was rendering the
computer lab relatively obsolete.
The top ten desired spaces were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Music, Band & Choir Classrooms
Physical Education Classroom*
Science room
Special Education Classrooms*
Student & Teacher Collaboration Space
Art Room
Display Spaces
Exterior Stage
Special Day Classes*
Speech Classroom*

*Not in the original list of additionally desired spaces identified in the teachers interviews March 6th.
These additionally desired dedicated spaces were identified by participants during the lab.
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Additional considerations: feedback from lab participants
Summary
Over the course of the lab, participants noted some additional design considerations for
the next elementary school. Participants echoed the feedback from teachers in the March
interviews by noting a desire for covered exterior circulation, keyless locks, outdoor
covered areas, additional whiteboard spaces, and restrooms closer to the playground.
Additionally, lab participants suggested needs for:
•
•
•

Dedicated special education space with secure storage
Instructional space for speech and psychology
Uniform design of all core classrooms to allow for a variety of uses over time
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Recommended modifications to design / the compilation of spaces
Summary

2ND & 3RD GRADE CLASSROOMS
• Increase the number of 2nd and 3rd
grade classrooms from 4 each to 5
each (to account for 1,000 student
capacity)

MULTIPURPOSE BUILDING
• Add additional music room for
band, choir, and 6th to 8th grade
general music
• Relocate K-4 special education
classroom to TK/K/1st grade building
to facilitate inclusion

4th - 7th GRADE CLASSROOMS
• Increase the number of 4th to 7th
grade classrooms from 12 to 14 (to
account for 1,000 student capacity)
• Add an extended learning area for
student collaboration
• Add a small conference room for one
to one instruction / tutoring
• Add a large conference room for
small project work
• Decrease the size of the resource
rooms to account for the teacher
planning area

The following are recommended
modifications to each building on campus
based on teacher interviews and lab
feedback.

LIBRARY MEDIA BUILDING
• Replace computer lab (District has
Chromebook 1:1 imitative) with a
“maker space” (combination of
computer lab square footage and
science lab from 8th grade)
TK / KINDERGARTEN / 1ST GRADE
CLASSROOMS
• Add 3 transitional kindergarten
classrooms
• Increase the number of kindergarten
classrooms from 2 to 3 (to account
for 1,000 student capacity)
• Relocate K-4 special education
classroom from MPR building for
more appropriate inclusion
• Increase the number of first grade
classrooms from 2 to 3 (to account
for 1,000 student capacity)
• Add a boys and girls restroom for
first grade for more direct access so
that students stay within building

8th GRADE CLASSROOMS
• Relocate square footage of science
lab into maker space in library media
center
• Add an extended learning area for
student collaboration
• Add a small conference room for one
to one instruction / tutoring
• Add a large conference room for
small project work
• Add teacher planning area for
teacher collaboration
• Decrease the size of the resource
rooms to account for the teacher
planning area
ADMINISTRATION
• No suggested edits or updates
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Adjacency model: Single-story concept
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Adjacency model: Two-story concept
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APPENDIX A:
PLANNING LAB REPORT
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INTRODUCTION
On Wednesday, June 6, 2018 approximately 30 stakeholders attended Planning Lab #1 at
Mountain House High School Commons to update the Lammersville Unified School
District Educational Specifications. Among the participants were teachers, parents,
nutrition services director, custodial personnel, school office supervisors, school board
members, and District administrators. The Lab began with a welcome by Thorsten
Harrison, Associate Superintendent followed by introductions of each of the participants.
Cooperative Strategies Project Director, Kerrianne Wolf gave a presentation which
included an overview of the process and discussed national & local educational trends.
The morning session consisted of participants watching a series of three short videos to
prompt discussions on various topics and participating in small group discussions
around these issues. The afternoon focused on the results of the teacher interviews held
with Altamont Elementary School teachers in March. The following pages summarize
and detail the discussions.
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EXERCISE #1
Deconstructing the Industrial Model
Exercise Description
Participants viewed a short video called “Changing
Education Paradigms”, by Sir Ken Robinson. In this
video, Robinson argues that our model of education is “modeled on
the interests of industrialization, and in the image of it.” Based on this
video and statement, participants were asked:
If the industrial model is not the appropriate model for our school operations today,
what is an appropriate model? The answer(s) will inform how this facility program is
updated.
Results Summary: The model should have:
• A blend of the best elements of different models [Not
an either/or scenario; All models have some inherent
value]
• Defined spaces for Special Day Classes spaces near
peers
• Education for the whole child (academic, abstract,
social)
• Flexibility
• Flexible Seating (movable furniture with wheels) /
movable walls
• Grade level collaboration / Collaborative space
• High expectations and modify as needed for each student
• High windows, more wall space
• Indoor / Outdoor space
• Open Space
• Outdoor area with wind and heat considerations
• Philosophy of “How To” versus “What To”
• Safety
• Same educational opportunities across schools
• Student initiated learning
• Teaching the same information in multiple ways
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LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION – WALK & TALK (DURING BREAK)
Defining the Role of the Teacher
Exercise Description
During the first exercise group discussion, one of the participants shared that teachers
are no longer the “content delivers” and that their role is changing. As a result, and to
prompt further discussion of this concept, participants viewed a video entitled “This Will
Revolutionize Education”, where Derek Muller, of Veritasium, speaks about the idea that
technology has constantly been predicted to revolutionize education, even though the
way students are taught has not changed significantly over time. During the morning
break, participants were encouraged to walk to another group and find a different person
with whom to share a story. Participants were tasked with answering the following
question:
Engage in the following conversation to focus on the key roles of the teacher any future
teaching delivery method and facility should keep in mind for its design
• Share a story of the most impactful learning experience you have
had as a teacher or a student.
• Define the role of the teacher in the examples provided.
Results Summary
There was a quick discussion on the responsibilities of a
teacher with an eye toward the importance of the
interpersonal relationship between student and teacher.
Soft skills were emphasized instead of teachers being
simply the “content” deliverers, while maintaining the
importance of being subject matter experts.
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EXERCISE #2
The Facility as the Third Teacher
Exercise Description
Participants watched a video clip called “The Third Teacher”, which is based on Loris
Malaguzzi’s idea that children are taught through three channels: adults, fellow students,
and the physical environment in which they learn. The video addresses the need for
“agility and flexibility” in learning spaces. Participants then answered the following
prompt:
How should the facility support instruction?
• Write down your own thoughts about how the facility should support instruction
(e.g., “students and teachers will be able to” . . . )
• Everyone share their thoughts. As a table, develop a master list of priorities from
those most commonly shared.
• Report out to the room
Results Summary
Participants continued to have an interest in a general deconstruction of the existing
industrial model, seeking to create facilities that are created around the student
experience. Some common themes included: accessibility, efficiency, flexibility, fluidity,
and mobility. Below is the full list of responses to the question, “How should the facility
support instruction?”.
• A flexible space that allows any
• Comfort (seating, access,
teacher the ability to guide the
temperature)
students through curriculum via
• Design modifications of lesson
multiple methods using both the
delivery (direct instruction,
available space and technology
pair/share, group, lab, project)
• Accessibility to storage &
materials
• Aesthetically pleasing
• Air quality & temperature
• All rooms connected within
pod via hall or common area.
(Buildings not split into two or
more pods)
• All staff and students are given
equitable facilities according to
California State Law
• Collaborative
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Designated services strategically
placed in central location
Easy to clean
Easy to supervise
Efficiently have access to tools,
materials, and space
Environment should be able to
change for delivery of instruction
Flexibility (multiple testing
accommodations, space for
groups, meeting spaces, etc.)
Free movement – ability to have
fluid transitions (individual,
group, and class)
Growth of student population,
student needs, programs
(physical education, special
education, electives)
Independent work space
Interconnected spaces
Modular and/or flexible
furnishings
Movement of furniture &
students
Multiple seating options such as
floor, chair, tables, etc.
Multi-use
Natural light and natural views
Placement of items (for example:
projectors, windows, walls,
outlets, etc.) Having a music
room that can be divided into 2
smaller spaces would be ideal
Reduction of / minimize
distractions
Respect Professional Spaces
Safety
Separate areas for students to
work and visible to teacher
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•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Size of room / space (for example:
Physical education is currently
being held in the resource room –
not working for classes of over
32, or over 65 when 2 classes are
present)
Small group instruction space
Sound proofing – acoustic design
Space conducive to age of
students (placement of
restrooms)
Space for “Reflection Time”
Students confidentiality (need for
office)
Support individual work space &
collaborative work
The students will have the choice
on execution, while teachers have
the choice on delivery
Work on efficiency for reaching
custodial (intercom)

Lammersville Unified School District
Educational Specifications Update Planning Lab #1 Results Report

•

Student and teachers should be able to:
• Move around, get messy, display work, store work, save work, organize work,
efficiently have access to tools and materials, have a variety of ways to do
work and present work
• Move fluidly from one activity to another, setting up spaces for learning based
on a variety of learning styles and objective with ease
• Receive their necessary services and support in compliance with the law and
maximize student outcomes.
• Teach and learn in an environment that addresses the needs of all individuals
involved, creating a cohesive learning environment
• Work collaboratively and not be confined to a set classroom or office
• Work together, collaborate on ideas and implement strategies to achieve a
common goal or standard
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TEACHER INTERVIEWS SUMMARY
During the second half of the planning lab, in the afternoon, results were shared of the
teacher interviews conducted in March 2018. Teachers and other staff members were
asked to share their thoughts about things that they would suggest change for the update
of the educational specifications. Specifically, “Given what you know now, what would
you suggest be done differently in the future?” Below is a summary of those results:
STUDENT STORAGE:
2 solutions
(personal/instructional)
Lockers – upper
Cubbies - lower

TEACHER RESOURCE
ROOM
Increase quantity & size of
storage, lockability,
accessibility

SCIENCE:
Stools
Eye wash
Shower

TK & KINDERGARTEN:
One restroom
No locks
Nurse call button

LIBRARY
Reduce counter space
Add student restroom
Lower, mobile shelving

WITHIN CLASSROOMS
Cabinets:
Cabinetry fronts for display ,
don’t need to lock, & make
deeper

Mobile – furniture, projector,
screen

More: Electrical outlets,
student storage, teachable
walls

No carpet

Phones should be near teacher
tech ports – now they’re on
the opposite side of the
classroom

Sink - deeper with longer
counter space and add water
fountains-add hot water at
upper grade levels

Desks vs. Tables:
Larger whiteboards

Projector location and
quantity /size of windows
incompatible – maybe make
projector mobile?
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teacher preference
table texture should be
smooth
chairs – no wheels but light
enough to be mobile
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MUSIC:
Although music should have its own classroom; sometimes due to overcrowding, this
classroom gets repurposed for a general classroom. In the case where the classroom
remains in place for use as a music classroom, the following criteria should be in place.

Acoustical
treatment on walls,
floor, & ceiling

Carts for music
stands

Chairs

Full length mirrors

Piano

Risers with space
for music stands

Storage cubbies

Whiteboard with
and without music
staff

Sink
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PLAYGROUNDS / RECESS
The following items were suggested edits and additions to the playgrounds and other
areas for student recess.

Remove small boulders
/ large rocks

Remove swing wheel /
carousel

Upper grade levels need
more equipment and
shouldn’t wrap building
– hard to supervise

Covered open areas

Need designated time
out area

Need more swings
(4 isn’t enough)

Outdoor storage

Sandpaper edging on
equipment to prevent
slipping
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BUILDING WIDE
The following items were suggested as edits to the building facility wide. The first 7
spaces indicate either spaces that are missing from the current educational specifications
or those that are currently in place but get repurposed because of population growth and
the need for general education classrooms. The items in the remaining 10 boxes are
additional edits and considerations for updates to the educational specifications. The
afternoon discussions centered around the 7 spaces that are missing or repurposed.

Art Room*

Display space s

Exte rior stage

Music, Band & Choir
Classrooms

Compute r Lab*

Add Charging Area
within c lassroom instead of Charging
Carts for Chromebooks

Scie nce room*

Stude nt & Te acher
Collaboration Space

Add Eave s

Modify Exte rior
De sign of facility to
match mascot

Ke ycode access to
doors inste ad of ke ys

Maintenanc e &
Operations: Distric t
needs trained staff
member to servic e
systems

Make windows
Ope rable

Place additional
stude nt re strooms
ne ar playgrounds

Reloc ate Student
restrooms (plac e on the
side of the building
fac ing the c enter of
c ampus)

Make staff re strooms
unise x

Cove r Exte rior
circulation
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EXERCISE #3
Teacher Interviews: Building Wide – What are students missing by not having the 7
spaces outlined in the teacher interviews?
Exercise Description
The greatest strain on the District at the TK-8 level is rapid growth and as a result,
sometimes planned specialty spaces get repurposed for general classrooms. At Altamont
Elementary School for example, the music room is being used as a regular classroom
while the music teacher is mobile and instructs based on the materials they can transport
to each classroom. Participants discussed what students might be missing by not having
the 7 spaces outlined in the teacher interviews.
Results Summary
The discussions revealed additional spaces that are missing or become repurposed as the
District grows. Some of those spaces are: CTE classrooms, special education classrooms,
and physical education classrooms. Below are the results of the discussion of what
students might be missing by not having the missing or repurposed spaces.
• CREATIVITY:
• Connections
• Rigor
• Efficiency
• hAnds on
• Time
• dIssecting
• moVement
• Innovation
• depTh
• safetY
• A feeling of belonging
• Consistency – use of classroom
• Ability to explore interests
should only be used for
• Actual art teachers, teaching art
designated classroom (music,
techniques
physical education, band, Special
• Adjacent classrooms are affected
Day Classes (SDC) /special
• Building important skills
education)
• Connections
• Decreased opportunities for
specialized instruction
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Designated services – ideal
grouping / scheduling.
Flexibility for all rooms, not just
general education
Don’t cover all standards
Equality of subject matter,
content, experiences (physical
education, music, art, special
education) – gives the impression
that these are less important
Focus when classrooms are
disrupted
Hands on
Innovation
Instructional minutes
Lack of inclusion during
educational experience
Less efficient
Limits teachers’ instruction of
some skills
Loss of instructional time
Music – band / choir experience –
seeing instruments, place to store
instruments
Not meeting the needs of the
instructional minutes
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Opportunities – CTE classes,
electives, Special Day Classes
programs (i.e. small class sizes)
Options – PBIS (Positive
Behavioral Interventions and
Supports), Kids in Crisis, Social /
Emotional Support Space
Outlets to calm down / get
support when in crisis
Proper health
Quality
Safety
SDC programs cannot be
designed to meet student needs
because there just aren’t rooms
on campus
Seeing work displayed – seeing /
taking pride in what’s displayed
Storage – additional resources for
students and teachers are not
available without storage
The full experience of skill
building in these areas
Vocational skills

Lammersville Unified School District
Educational Specifications Update Planning Lab #1 Results Report

EXERCISE #4
Teacher Interviews: Building Wide – What are the Benefits & Challenges of adding
the missing spaces as identified in the teacher interviews?
Exercise Description
Participants discussed the benefits and challenges of adding the missing spaces identified
not only in the teacher interviews but because of conversations earlier in the day.
Results Summary
Benefits of Adding Missing Spaces:
Most of the benefits are outlined
through the previous discussion
surrounding what students might be
missing without these spaces.
Additional benefits were also
highlighted here:
• Culture
• Dedicated space
• Enrichment (at a deeper level)
• Equity
• Increased instructional efficiency
• Increased opportunities
• Quality
• Scheduling

Challenges to Adding Missing Spaces:
• Aesthetic flow
• Budget / Cost
• Disjointed spaces
• Equipment
• Finding [qualified] staff
• Lack of inclusion
• Laws / regulations
• Loss of green space
• Loss of instructional time
• Maintaining equipment
• Physical space availability
• Specialized instruction
• Supervision / Expertise
• Zoning laws
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EXERCISE #5
Teacher Interviews: Building Wide –Rank Order Priorities for 7 currently missing
space types.
Exercise Description
Participants ranked the missing spaces types that were identified in the teacher
interviews and through the day’s discussions.
Results Summary
Although attendees were willing participants in this exercise, they admitted it was like
asking them to choose their favorite child. The most revealing comment came in the
debrief following the individual exercise. It was suggested that the highest priority focus
on compliance related spaces such as special education, physical education, and science.
Each participant prioritized the spaces individually, then the lists were analyzed by
giving a point value to each space, the spaces were given a point value of 7 to 1 (7 being
the first on the list and 1 being the last on the list). The points for each space were totaled
and then sorted largest to smallest. Note that the physical education classroom and
special education classrooms were among the new spaces that arose from the day’s
conversation and were also among the top 4 priorities. It was suggested that the
computer lab is unnecessary because of the District technology initiative of 1:1
Chromebooks. Seven additional spaces were suggested as additions/ priorities in the
educational specifications (#9 Special Day Classes through #16 Storage for supplies).
Below are the results of the rank order priorities:

Please note: The 7 original spaces are in normal font type, while any additional spaces suggested are listed
in italics font type.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Music, Band & Choir Classrooms
Physical Education Classroom
Science room
Special Education Classrooms
Student & Teacher Collaboration
Space
6. Art Room
7. Display Spaces
8. Exterior Stage
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9. Special Day Classes
10. Speech Classroom
11. Separate Cafeteria
12. Computer lab
13. Individual RSP
14. Theater
15. Teacher Work Room
16. Storage for Supplies

Lammersville Unified School District
Educational Specifications Update Planning Lab #1 Results Report

EXERCISE #6
Review, Add, and Prioritize All Updates
Exercise Description
Participants reviewed the list of suggested edits and additions. They wrote in any
additional updates they believed were a priority based on the day’s discussions.
Finally, they circled the 7-10 highest priority updates to support TK-8 education in
their opinion informed by the day’s exercises.
Results Summary
The multipurpose room has become overused and cannot be the “swiss army knife” (so
called by a participant) of the building. As a result, physical education is often forced
outside when the lesson would otherwise be better delivered indoors. Other spaces need
developed for the multiple uses of this space. Some of the uses include:
• Assemblies: Presentations / Performances
• Band, Choir, and Music Practice
• Breakfast and Lunch Service
• Foul Weather Recess
• Physical Education
It is important to maintain sensory divisions in the facility – to mitigate both sounds and
smells, bearing in mind that loud and smelly spaces are not adjacent to quiet spaces and
have appropriate HVAC. It was strongly suggested that the highest priority spaces
should be those that are mandated by the State of California such as special education,
science, and physical education. In future school planning, special attention should be
given to interior pedestrian traffic flow, allowing for a safe and secure entrance that
demands entry through the administration area to create a “closed campus”. Below is
the full list of responses to the question, “What additional updates or edits do you think
should be among priorities for the District?”.
• According to Title 5 of CA Education Code there is a mandate for an instructional
space for speech and psychology. We are out of legal compliance. A maker space
is not required by law. We must build onto existing campuses to get into legal
compliance. We must have plans for more classrooms than we have been planning
for.
• Add annex for an extra space beyond the MPR
• Cover exterior circulation spaces
• Design a place for special education space (speech, resource & special day school
– preschool through 8th grade & high school) and not limit to minimum space
requirements as stated in by law. Include confidential cabinets / file cabinets
• Designated spaces for middle school electives
• Expand on multipurpose room for added space
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Input from all school sites would be great. Issues at one site could differ greatly
across the District. For instance, Altamont is the only site with a designated
physical education room, that got repurposed. Other sites don’t even have the
option of a physical education room. Will our history of growth be taken into
account when initially designing schools?
Keyless locks for doors
Legally required services and education must be the priority before new and cool
things
Line of sight to restrooms
Many of the Altamont “wants” are not necessarily needs
Modular design of classrooms & infrastructure
Music needs practice rooms & storage areas
Music should be an academic area and should also have priority.
Natural areas around rooms – not pavement on direct exterior perimeter
Outside pavilion large enough to have lunch
Phones in classrooms should be relocated or mobile
Physical education classroom and music classroom should be protected space and
not repurposed for general education classrooms
Physical education is considered an academic area on our report cards, so their
space should be a priority
Physical education, music, and special education need adequate permanent spaces
Respecting professional learning spaces
Restrooms for all buildings
Restrooms for grassy area and playground that can be used by Kindergarten and
First Grade during recess
Separate / blocked area for students in office
Special education and speech services should have protected space because those
students have legal services
Special education needs their own dedicated space, not in collaboration areas
Substitute teachers and teachers’ aides need trained for consistency
Teachers need control over their own thermostats (during winter, coats are needed
inside classrooms)
Walls should be painted with whiteboard paint
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NOTES REGARDING FOOD SERVICE
During the course of the day, Bernie Hill, Director of Food Services was asked to provide
individual feedback on suggested updates. Below is a summary of the feedback.
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

LUSD kitchens are all “cook in” kitchens and Ms. Hill is proud that the District is
able to provide hot, nutritious meals to students without them feeling like they are
getting something pre-packaged. The kitchens in the District have progressively
gotten smaller and smaller and is has been found that beginning with Altamont it
has proven to be an issue.
The biggest issue is that there has not been enough space given to the kitchen to
store its own food; both refrigerator and freezers need to be walk-in size. There is
not the capability to store food at another site as was originally believed to be the
case when Altamont was designed and built. Dry storage is also important. The
current dry storage is barely sufficient. Altamont is the smallest kitchen in the
District and it is serving the most students and there is not enough space to prepare
and hold enough food to serve over 400 students.
Ice machines are inappropriate equipment for a school kitchen. Ice machines have
a tendency to be used more by the office and parent groups than by the food
services department. The ice machines have been taken off the plans for Hansen
and Cordes schools. They are expensive to maintain and are not used properly by
those not in the food services department.
Service to students: Ms. Hill’s staff has requested that we not have a set up like
Altamont where the students come through a door to get service. The staff enjoys
having a roll up window. The staff at Altamont feels closed off from the students
and have requested to be part of the lunch service by having the service line visible
in the MPR (all other K-8 schools are set up that way).
A work desk for staff to do computer/paper work is necessary. The larger kitchens
have desks in their dry storage, but the most recent kitchens do not have a
workspace. A built in or designated area would be helpful. Currently a student
desk is in place in the Altamont kitchen to have a place to work.
Currently Ms. Hill works closely with the architect to determine the equipment
needed.
The biggest concern is that the kitchen not get any smaller and keeping a cook in
kitchen.
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APPENDIX B:
DRAFT ALTAMONT TEACHER INTERVIEWS:
FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 2018
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DRAFT ALTAMONT TEACHER INTERVIEWS: FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 2018
BUILDING WIDE
SUGGESTED ADDITIONS
• Art room
• Computer lab – used as regular CR because building is over capacity
• Display spaces throughout facility – paper just taped to the walls
• Exterior circulation space needs covered – protection from rain & sun
• Exterior stage
• Music room – Band and Choir on Stage – Need Own Classroom
• Science room – sometimes used as regular CR because building is over capacity
• Student & Teacher Collaboration space
SUGGESTED EDITS
• Charging Area within classroom - instead of Charging Carts for Chromebooks
• Eaves
• Exterior Design of facility should match mascot (building is tan and green to
match houses), but mascot is black and purple
• Keycode access to doors instead of keys or one master key
• Maintenance & Operations: District needs trained staff member to service
systems – fire alarm, clock, phone, HVAC, etc. (They must call company that
installed to reset)
• Operable windows
• Place additional student restrooms near playgrounds
• Relocate Student restrooms (place on the side of the building facing the center of
campus)
• Unisex staff restrooms
STUDENT STORAGE (An issue at every grade level)
SUGGESTED EDITS
• Need 2 solutions – one for personal items (coat, lunch bag, etc.) one for
instructional items (Chromebook, textbooks, etc.)
• Remove hooks
• Lockers at upper grade levels
• Cubbies for lower grade levels
TEACHER RESOURCE ROOM
SUGGESTED EDITS
• Ability to lock from inside
• Larger drawers and more cabinets
• Should be accessible from interior corridor
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DRAFT ALTAMONT TEACHER INTERVIEWS: FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 2018
ALL CLASSROOMS
SUGGESTED EDITS
• Cabinetry fronts could be magnetic, whiteboard, pushpin, etc. for display
• Cabinets behind whiteboard aren’t deep enough (need about 3 inches around
perimeter to hold supply boxes)
• Cabinets don’t need to lock
• Mobile – furniture, projector, screen
• More: Electrical outlets, student storage, teachable walls
• No carpet
• Phones should be near teacher tech ports – now they’re on the opposite side of
the classroom
• Sink - deeper with longer counter space and add water fountains – each teacher
does own art and science lessons – add hot water at upper grade levels
• Whiteboards – larger
• Projector location and quantity & size of windows incompatible – maybe make
projector mobile? Many teachers close blinds, turn off lights all day
• Desks vs. Tables:
 teacher preference at all grade levels
 table texture should be smooth
 chairs – no wheels but light enough to be mobile
SUGGESTED ADDITIONS
• Water bubbler / fountain to sinks in classrooms
KINDERGARTEN & TRANSITIONAL KINDERGARTEN
SUGGESTED EDITS
• Best to have ONE restroom per classroom, NOT Jack and Jill style. No locks on
restrooms
SUGGESTED ADDITIONS
• Nurse call button in restrooms
SCIENCE LAB
SUGGESTED EDITS
• Stools instead of chairs
SUGGESTED ADDITIONS
• Eye wash
• Shower
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DRAFT ALTAMONT TEACHER INTERVIEWS: FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 2018
MUSIC CLASSROOM: Ideally, music would consist of classroom, storage, and office
– right now on a cart
Music classroom needs:
• Acoustical treatment on walls, floor, and ceiling
• Carts for music stands
• Chairs
• Full length mirrors
• Piano
• Risers with space for music stands
• Sink
• Storage cubbies
• Whiteboard with and without music staff
LIBRARY
SUGGESTED EDITS
• Counter space at circulation desk – too much
• Shelving – mobile and lower for visual supervision
SUGGESTED ADDITION
• Restroom – needed for students
PLAYGROUNDS / RECESS
SUGGESTED EDITS
• Remove small boulders / large rocks
• Remove swing wheel / carousel
• Upper grade levels need more equipment and shouldn’t wrap building – hard to
supervise
ADDITIONS
• Covered open areas
• Need designated time out area
• Need more swings (4 isn’t enough)
• Outdoor storage
• Sandpaper edging on equipment to prevent slipping
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APPENDIX C:
GROUP WORK FLIP CHART PHOTOS FROM
PLANNING LAB #1
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APPENDIX D:
PLANNING LAB AGENDA
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Lammersville Unified School District
Mountain House, CA
Educational Specifications Planning Lab #1
Mountain House High School Commons
Wednesday, June 6, 2018
8:30am to 3:00pm
8:30 a.m.

Welcome & Introductions
Thorsten Harrison, Associate Superintendent

8:45 a.m.

Presentation – Overview, Process, & Trends
Kerrianne Wolf, Cooperative Strategies

9:15 a.m.

Small Group Work Discussion #1: Model of Instruction for
School Operation

10:30 a.m.

BREAK

10:45 a.m.

Small Group Work Discussion #2: Facility Supported Instruction
(Third Teacher)

11:30 a.m.

Small Group Work Discussion #3: Review Teacher Interviews –
Define Missing Spaces

12:15 p.m.

LUNCH

12:45 p.m.

Small Group Work Discussion #4: Benefits / Challenges of
Including Missing Spaces

1:30 p.m.

BREAK

1:45 p.m.

Small Group Work Discussion #5: Rank Order Missing Spaces

2:30 p.m.

Small Group Work Discussion #6: Prioritize Updates – from
Teacher Interviews

3:00 p.m.

Wrap Up, Next Steps, Adjourn
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1. What is an appropriate model for school operations today?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
2. How should the facility support instruction?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
3. What are students missing by not having the spaces outlined in the teacher
interviews?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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4. What are the Benefits / Challenges of adding the missing spaces?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
5.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Rank Order Missing Spaces
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

6. Review the list of suggested edits and additions. Write in any additional updates
you believe are a priority based on today’s discussions. Individually circle the 710 highest priority updates to support TK-8 education in your opinion informed
by today’s exercises.
WRITE UPDATES
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
HIGHEST PRIORITY UPDATES
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX E:
PLANNING LAB POWERPOINT
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